
Bid Specifications  
Community College requests bids for a state-of-the-art video wall with immersive sound 
capabilities as the next frontier in communications and instruction. The video wall and sound 
system will transform static wall space that allows informational, instructional, or recreational 
presentations that are high performance by combining state-of-the-art multimedia technology. 
The video wall should be able to provide one or multiple applications simultaneously, making it 
an ideal platform for instructors, speakers, and other users. 

---Detailed specs are included on the tabulation form.  

Specifications for Sound Field and PolyCom equipment  

Sound Field equipment (Line items 12 and 13) – Vendor should use item comparable to the 
sound field equipment.   

Sound Field XD 6.5" Two-Way Ceiling Speaker with 8" Composite Back Can  
and 70/100 V Transformer (60-1310-03) OR Comparable 
Sound Field 8" In-Ceiling Subwoofer - Individual OR Comparable 

 

PolyCom equipment (Line items 37 and 38) – The Polycom equipment was included because we 
are using this system/software for our distance learning equipment on campus.  However, the 
vendor may use something that is comparable to the Polycom equipment.  

Poly G7500 4k Base Unit: G7500 UHD 4k video codec and Wireless Presentation 
System, BT remote, Cable: 1 CAT 5E LAN 3.6m. Power: Amer - Type B, NEMA 5-15. 
Maintenance Contract Required Or Comparable  
Polycom One Touch Dial (cloud service) for Polycom endpoints. Provides Tenant 
registration, Trial, and 1-year production services of OTD functionality for Polycom 
endpoints. Incl. community support only Or Comparable  

 

Special Instructions: 

*  The vendor must include a narrative of the work that needed for all Electrical, construction 
and the technology requirements to mount a functional, state-of-the art- video wall.  Bidder is 
responsible for completing this work.  Vendors will have to visit the campus to obtain building, 
electrical, and technology plans to assess the complexity of this work.  
 
** The vendor must include a brief description of what is included in the maintenance 
 and support plans.   
 
***  The vendor must include any other items and costs not included on the tabulation  
form that will be needed to mount a functional, state-of-the art video wall.   
 
 



Delivery:   
 
Vendor will deliver all equipment to the main campus prior to install at the on camps and off-
campus sites for inventory tagging.  Vendor is then responsible for delivery to the off-campus 
sites for installation at those sites. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


